
 

The domed hatch ground as it was raised, not by the remote but by a hand.  

The heavy metal had been put in place as a warning and reminder to the one who lay 

below, the former hero, Mittens. The cat had spent the last months trapped in a thick and heavy 

suit, squeezed into an inflated bay and then locked in by heavy metal, fed, kept healthy and 

exploited for the power they could drain from him. 

The lead pair responsible for his predicament were the lizard villain known as The 

Tamer, who had engineered the situation and owned it all, and his snake Lieutenant, Perathi, 

whose super-powered skills had allowed her to move the excessively heavy loads with ease.  

“Ah, my little pet power engine, long time no see.” The Tamer said with a chuckle, 

crouching down with his clawed gauntlets resting on his knees. “You don’t look happy to see me! 

Still defiant as ever I see. I wonder if that can be classed as its own super power at this stage.” He 

said, nonchalantly.  

“Well I’ve got news that might brighten you up. Firstly, we’ve extracted enough from you 

to last a full year, if I wanted to, I could shut this hatch down to just imprisoning you until next 

winter.  

Oh, don’t look at me like that. I do have some more news. I nearly lost a fight, you see, 

but then, there were far too many heroes than there ought to have been in that raid. They were 

looking into your disappearance, 

But after they’d made a show of it, -you know how flashy you heroic types are,- and 

realised the only way the conflict would end is with fatal casualties on both sides, they agreed to 

a negotiation.”  

He smirked. “When I told them of all the rules you’d broken, all the attempts you’d made 

at fleeing…”  

“Even the ones you made up.” Perathi said with a grin, that The Tamer soon shared.  

“...quite. When they heard all that, you know what happened?” He paused, though 

Mittens couldn’t even grunt a question through the thick rubber in his mouth.  

“They up and left, there was even discussion of getting your name removed from the 

rolls, which would mean rescue won’t be forthcoming, if it ever comes. We just had to make 

some other agreements vis-a-vis your living conditions.” He stood, towering over the 

floor-buried cat as he grinned.  

“I had grown bored of you being out of sight down here, anyway, so I suppose a change 

would work well. Which is why Perathi, here, will be digging you out. I’ll see you soon, hero.” He 

turned to his lieutenant. “Try not to spoil the surprises he has in store.”  



 

“Hah, the fact you didn’t keep him there permanently should be enough surprise. I’ll get 

right on it, sir.” She said, dutifully, pulling the hatch back entirely. The Tamer strolled away, 

there was, as always, much more to do.  

 

 

The room had the makings of some kind of alternative foundry, at least the small parts 

Mittens was able to see through the lenses of his perfectly bonded suit. The seal-shaped rubber 

had taken the power of four strong henchmen to clip into the heavy harness around his chest. So 

even before he’d been weakened by his long stay within he wouldn’t have been able to move 

around.  

He’d been lifted up, high into the rafters of the room, the metal pulleys and conveyances 

dragging him into the centre, and his eyes widened in panic as he stared down at what lay below. 

He’d seen illustrations of this sort of thing in his training day, but never expected to be on the 

receiving end.  

A large vat bubbled with a viscous liquid below him and sure enough the winch began to 

loosen, lowering the seal-shape toward it. The suit was far too heavy for him to give a good 

struggle, only the indentation of his arms and legs showing a trace at the edge of it. An audience 

was watching from raised walkways, only the workers and grunts were on the floor below. The 

Tamer was among them and gave a playful wave as Mittens stared at him.  

The slow draw was maddening and scary, though he constantly drew closer and closer to 

the vat with each second. He squeezed his eyes shut as the suit contacted the vat and still he was 

lowered past his legs, his hips, his arms, and then submerged.  

His breathing quickened as he was fully immersed, but if it was acidic in nature, it didn’t 

touch the glassy lenses before his eyes. However the liquid slowly grew clouded, harder to see 

through, and became increasingly viscous besides. 

The weight of the liquid had been buoying Mittens up, but as time passed, his struggles 

started to register, he was able to move at least the token amount to protest, and as he did a 

chunky weight dropped from his legs, they were kicking free in the liquid. The stuff was 

destroying the suit! Melting it down and taking the layers of glue with it.  

However the more time passed, the more thick the stuff became, and he was still too 

weighted down over his upper half to have any say in where he moved. Still, he saw a chance, if 

the suit melted, he could spring out and make a try to fight The Tamer again! 

At least his optimism told him that. Soon enough his arms were freed from the suit, but 

the tight harness still held the head and shoulders. The grasp weakened and then he fell out of 

its grip and into the liquid. 



 

Suddenly he was bared, naked and imperiled. The gooey liquid didn’t burn, or hurt, or 

even tingle, but he didn’t fancy trying a lungful of it. He kicked up to the surface as fast as he 

could, but it was like swimming through gum. It clung to him and made his passage slow, only 

just translucent enough that he could tell which way was up. 

Mittens’ hands scraped for the surface, feeling it stretch and twist but it was too thick to 

break, even when he'd thrust his head out. 

The heavy surface clung to his face and head, amusing the onlookers as he punched and 

squirmed, unable to free himself and unwilling to sink back in. His diminished strength could 

only hold out so long, and after one last push, that stretched the film of the surface thin enough 

to see his face under, he fell below, one clenching hand the last part to fall. 

The Tamer nodded his head and Mittens' salvation arrived, a thick metal pincer that shot 

into the goo and clasped him under the arms before hauling him out. Long ropey tendrils of the 

mix thinned and clung as he was raised, stubborn about snapping, and leaving the naked cat 

decent if just because he was covered in too much thick slime. 

“Well, that must feel like a weight off your shoulders, and head, and … body. But we can’t 

have you dripping and sticking up the place.” The Tamer chided, his voice ringing out loud and 

strong, he was having a great time just watching. “Lets towel him off.” The claw moved away 

from the vat and down to the floor, adjusting to hold Mittens straight up as the minions all 

chuckled or giggled at what was said.  

Mittens hadn’t seen what was so funny until he saw the ‘towel’. A long roll of thick, heavy 

looking bandages, held by a machine. It was already moving around him circling slowly and then 

the first touch connected with his sticky body. One minion had scurried closer and timed a swipe 

in to take the coating off Mittens' nose, then one eye, then the other. Each removal interrupted 

by the rotating machines. The hero blinked as he was able to see once more as well as breath 

easily. “Mmmph mmmhhh!” He yelled, flailing his jaws at the minion to get them loosened. He 

was ignored, left with the goo too thick to talk through there. 

The bandages were obviously bindings, the towelling was an apparent joke as the coils 

looped and twisted up over his legs, the liquid seeped into the bandages. The result was strong 

enough to have held them in place securely even without the fact they were wrapped to be 

perfectly tight on their own. “Maybe it’s more of a spa treatment. Our little kitten deserves some 

pampering after being so hard at work. And a wrap is the perfect way to forget your woes.”  

They were all still watching as their leader taunted further. The bandages slid up Mittens' 

hips, and the pressure there told him something remarkable. The teasing, milking device that 

had been trapped to his cock ever since he was first captured all that time ago had been 

removed. 

The sudden peace was almost wonderous in its own right, but given the new predicament 

winding its way around him, he was far from set at ease by the presumably temporary gift. The 



 

bandage stopped for a moment at his hip, the base part tugging and making the entire mass 

squeeze and constrict down tightly. His legs were forced to press into each other, any excess 

liquid squeezed out from between his paws.  

Mittens’ surroundings jerked as the machine spun on again climbing and swaddling over 

his belly and trapping his hands at his hips. When it wound a little further up them it stopped to 

do another tightening squeeze and then the suspending claw pulled back to be replaced by a 

clamp at his pelvis. The wrap rose once more, his shoulders shifting weakly as they were 

swallowed in the heavy bandage, then one last squeeze sent oozy tricklings out from under his 

chin, and then the machine went downwards instead. His head was not to be spared, however, 

instead a more precise machine rose from above starting where the previous wrapper had 

reached.  

The bandage squeezed as it pressed around his neck and over his cheeks, compacting 

and gluing his lips together inside, it skirted his nose, eyes and ears before it squeezed like the 

other. This was a far more uncomfortable feeling as the goop was pressed aside, but at least that 

part was over quickly.  

The body wrapper adjusted its grip once again as it wound a third layer into place, 

meeting the head-dressing part just as it finished a second layer, it took over and wrapped over 

his head using the same thick bandage that was all one part over his body to finish the wrap, and 

this one covered his nose and ears. Though it was still thin enough to breathe and hear through 

unimpeded, the only discomfort was the warmth that his caught breath generated. “Ah, a softly 

snugly wrapped model, just what we need. Bring him through.” The Tamer said, waving to 

indicate the show was over, or more accurately, had changed venue.  

The helpless hero was taken down from the machine when it had finished that final 

swathe, and carried by two of the grunts. He was finally able to squirm to a point that he could 

be noticed, but that just amused his holders, one of which jostled him for his impertinence.  

 

Despite his attempts to fight, he didn’t even upset his bearers as they moved through 

hallways back to the throne room. The Tamer was already in conversation with someone, a voice 

Mittens thought he vaguely recognised.  

“Yes, it’s fascinating, I might even have to change my own alias if I ever meet another 

hero who won’t break.” The Tamer said, sharing a chuckle.  

“Well, if you ever decide to flip to heroics instead, I’m sure we can fit you in on my team.” 

The familiar face said.  

“Oh come now, Green Steel, we know you’d never step down as captain and with my 

charm you’d end up with a mutiny on your hands!” The Tamer replied. Mittens choked at the 

name. Green Steel was a highly reputable hamster hero.  



 

“And that’s Mittens, then? Yes I can see it.” Green Steel mused. Under other 

circumstances Mittens might have been thrilled to just be recognised by someone so many 

leagues above him. “Well, I’m not here to contradict the ruling you received, as long as you’re 

treating him by the books.”  

“Yes, don’t worry, demonstrations such as this are a grey area, but there’s a provision for 

them. Now, since he’s here, I want you both to meet my upcoming new recruit, Sculptor, though 

I add his name is currently temporary, he hasn’t found a better alias himself.” The lizard said. 

Mittens had been carried to one of the pillars in the room and placed down standing 

straight on a cushioned base of some kind. The two goons held him firmly there, as his struggles 

would have made him fall. He was embarrassed to be seen like this by another hero, and Green 

Steel was peering at him, looking up and down, only turning to see this Sculptor when they 

made a dramatic entrance, landing on the floor, having jumped from above.  

Feathered wings flashed as he pirouetted landing in a stylish pose that had taken 

rigorous practice to perfect. The long white neck, sharp yellow bill and glaring eyes of the swan 

turned first to the tamer, and then their guest, bowing to both, wings spreading wide to make it 

all the more regal in appearance.  

“I believe it is my time to shine, leader?” He said smoothly.  

“Indeed, Sculptor, your canvas is prepared.” The Tamer said, pointing at Mittens. “Be a 

good cat and help us out would you. Oh, we should probably mention what this is about. My new 

soldier here has awakened some quite interesting powers, and Green Steel is visiting us to watch 

their debut and make sure that employing those powers for capture and containment is… above 

board.”  

“He certainly has a look about him, you must show me what you have planned for his 

armour! Your fashion team always makes such wonderfully imposing gear, it’s a pleasure to fight 

even the low ranking members, you know!” The hamster said, chuckling as he adjusted in his 

seat to look. Falling quiet to watch the show, his hands clenched together in anticipation.  

Sculptor’s smile vanished as he locked eyes with Mittens, striding forward and raising his 

winged arms. One of those breeds whose wings were their arms, as such it was splayed feathers 

rather than fingers that seemed to direct and conduct their ability.  

Mittens was worried but didn’t look away, staring back defiantly at the swan. The ground 

below him quivered, the cushioned surface was moving. It was a thick block of a substance like 

latex that had been concocted in the Tamer’s labs, and it responded to Sculptor’s calling, 

animating into thin running drips, like melted wax, that climbed upwards instead of falling to 

gravity. It took a few of them to rise before Mittens even felt them through the bandage wrap.  

Sculptor’s free wing shook irritably at the guards and they moved away, releasing the 

hero. His shins had been covered and even though Mittens squirmed, he didn’t fall down, rooted 



 

to the floor by just the sticking power there. “Oho, quite strong for such a thin layer!” Green 

Steel commented.  

With Mittens anchored in place, Sculptor’s second wing came into play, directing and 

speeding up the process, the left seemed to be speeding up the flow while the right traced in 

ways that shaped it.  

The growing coating squeezed as it climbed, faster than the mummification machine 

from before, trickling up his thighs and belly with worrying rapidity. The long drips were already 

reaching his shoulders and neck, sticking to the silhouette of his head as they rolled up chin and 

cheek. The main flow squashed his chest, the arms already well covered to the point that one 

could be forgiven for not seeing where his hands even were now.  

The other thing the increasingly worried Mittens realised was that the stuff was still 

pliant, even after it had stopped moving. Stretching to accommodate his struggles while still 

elastic enough to ping him back to his upright pose. The Tamer was leaning forward in his chair, 

grinning and watching as the layer smoothed out, shiny and white.  

Sculptor slowed his show for a moment, pulling the strands back down from Mittens 

face, making him breathe a sigh of relief. It built up around his neck, flowing ever on, slowly 

draining the reserve that had been the cushion on the ground, and building a thickening collar of 

sorts. All part of the same layer, it grew and inflated until it held Mittens' head.  

He squirmed against it, but that did nothing, the body cast of rubber stopped him 

interfering, and when he waved his head side to side the distance it could travel diminished each 

time, the soft collar building up until it bunched around his skull. “And your man can stop 

there?” Green Steel asked.  

The Tamer nodded. “Oh yes, he could pause there, most heroes would be quite immobile 

just from that, but let us not disturb the artist at work here.”  

Green Steel wiggled his brows in excitement and obeyed, looking back. The globs of 

reflective white rose up the back of Mittens head, covering all the way up until it had coated his 

ears. It left a circle around his face. Sculptor raised one wing high in the air, putting more flair 

and performance in than was necessary as he slowly drew it downwards. As he did, the circle 

contracted, flowing over Mittens' brows and jaw, then his lips and upper eyelids, and then over 

the nose and eyes. It closed at the centre of his muzzle, leaving a seamless entirely encased form 

behind.  

Mittens panicked, it was too thick to see through, not even a hint of light beyond… but 

yet, he could still breathe. He thrashed for all he was worth his arms and shoulders tugged and 

wiggled. His neck pivoted forward and back, he even managed to bend his knees to try and hop 

or jump, but the whole rubber prison just bounced back to stand. If he gave up fighting it would 

contract to pose him as a perfectly symmetrical statue. He was fully trapped!  



 

A feeling across his chest told him that someone was beside him, the hands were too 

distinct to be Sculptors and too high up for Green Steels which left only one person who would 

dare. The Tamer’s hands squeezed over Mittens' rounded out face and showed off belly. The 

pliant coating was so thick that even the pointed claws just left a dull impact.  

The hand on his belly dug in and raked downward, but they left no impression on the 

rubber, not even scoring it to show it had happened. “Oh my, how wonderful, completely 

durable to blades and the like? That also means they’re protected while captured?” Green Steel 

asked, inquisitively. “Can it stop bullets? Projectiles? Elemental abilities?”  

“A few, I have the documentation written up for what we’ve tested, but further things 

won’t be conducted on a live subject, not even this kitten here.” Mittens shivered. The hands 

pressed over his groin and shoulder now, but he felt nothing overt.  

“Similarly, despite the fact I can grope this defenseless little figure, you’ll note that it 

doesn’t lewdly affect him, so it’s also something that can be employed in a tame manner.”  

“If you count someone’s entire body silhouette as tame.” Green Steel grumbled.  

“Oh tell it to the ladies who wear form-tight spandex. If they’re allowed on the news 

channels this would be too.” The lizard snarked back.  

“Fine, and that will stick for how long?” Green Steel asked.  

“As long as Sculptor wants it to! There are ways to extract it, though, so don’t worry your 

little head there, either.” The pair went on talking of the practical applications, sussing out how 

fair the restraint would be, and all the while Mittens was trapped in sensory isolation, only 

hearing and feeling a little of the constant attention.  

The Tamer was obviously making up for all the lost time Mittens had spent out of sight 

and out of reach but soon he went back to his throne to sit and finish discussions.  

Mittens was left there the entire day, even after Green Steel had left the place, and any 

hope for a sudden rescue departed with him. When Mittens was squirming too much, The 

Tamer called Sculptor to block away the cat’s ears a bit more securely as punishment, but the 

villain was having too much fun to actively stop the pointless wiggles.  

When hours had drifted by and it was time for him to leave, he rose. “Thank you, 

Sculptor, as promised, for giving such a wonderful display, you may take the hero back to your 

chambers. Do let us know what you discover, of course.”  

“Yes, leader.” The swan murmured, bowing down. His wings snapped in the air as he 

moved the substance from the floor. Mittens was no longer anchored and fell onto his belly, 

bouncing softly before the grunts returned to lift him. In his sightless cocoon he was carried 

away for several minutes, deep into the dormitory wing. 



 

 Sculptor directed the laborers to his private chamber and pointed at a wall as he weaved 

his power once again. Mittens felt himself shoved and pressed in the air, and then more snakey 

tendrils squirmed over his body. The wall was built of the same latex-like whiteness and sucked 

Mittens into it, embedding him to his sides and then climbing over legs and hips, pulling him 

deeper into what should have been a solid plane.  

“Thank you, both, you may leave or watch.” He said, not quite sure where he stood, 

having only recently been promoted above the grunts, and thus choosing respect and offers. 

They both barked an affirmative and strode out of the room. “Fair enough.” Sculptor said, it was 

all the same to him. One long wing extended, rising to Mittens’ face. A lead feather brushed over 

one eye and the encasement peeled back.  

“Welcome to your temporary home, former hero Mittens.” The cat looked around 

startled at what he saw. Below him was nothing but wall, even his shoulders had been eaten by 

it, only the thick collar and head poking free. White latex arrangements littered the place. On 

Sculptors bed, in the corner, in front of a desk. “If my generous leader gives me more heroes to 

serve as furnishings, then I’m sure you can choose where I store you, provided you behave. But if 

you choose to be defiant, I can always bury you in the wall.”  

He demonstrated by weaving again. Mittens shouted muffled nothings into the gagging 

layers as his head sunk backwards, thick whiteness glooping until only his nose poked out, and 

then hardening so much he couldn’t twitch. Sculptor counted to ten before drawing him out, 

returning Mittens to that head-only display.  

“I have so many things to test and try on you, after all. So I do hope you’ll be honest with 

me. It’s for the good of everyone that I know the limits of this skill. If you’re into this sort of 

thing, we can even find far more interesting treats, but still, I can see myself finding new things 

to test for the whole month if you want to keep it mundane. Think on it, I’ll ask permission to let 

you talk if you prove you have anything to say.”  

Mittens was left there while Sculptor practised his art on a small block. His turn would 

come, and he was already dreading it. 

 

 

 


